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We do not release unpublished pictures and plans, but leave it to the man going 
into the field to communicate directly with the Institution which initiated the 
given piece of work. 

When expeditions return from the field we expect them to furnish us with a 
report of their findings, so that our index may be kept up to date and serve its 
purpose. The sooner an expedition reports its results, the more certain it is of 
getting credit for its work, and protecting its priority to a new "discovery." 

Our index may aptly be called a clearing-house of information on Maya field 
work, and it should be obvious to all those who work in this field that it is to their 
advantage not only to draw upon us for information but also to give us their coopera
tion, and place their information at our disposal. 

FRANS BLOM 

TULANE UNIVERSITY, 

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 

THE CHEWING OF TOBACCO IN SOUTHEASTERN NORTH AMERICA 

Elsewhere I have noted the practice of artificial blackening of the teeth among 
the Natchez, Houma, Bayogoula, and Tunica of the lower Mississippi valley, 
and the use of tobacco pill mixtures by the Natchez. I suggested that these phe
nomena were marginal to the chewing of tobacco with lime, which I presumed 
must have once existed in Mexico.1 Since then I have shown that lime-and-tobacco 
chewing was a feature of archaic Mexican culture. 2 I think now that it probably 
also existed among the Chitimacha neighbors of the Natchez. First, there is no 
note of any smoking nor evidence of pipes among the Chitimacha; and second, 
the Chitimacha origins myth mentions only the chewing of tobacco. 

The Duralde manuscript in the library of the American Philosophical Society 
in Philadelphia (Jefferson Collection), of date ea. 1800, which is in part reprinted 
by Swanton, 3 gives the Chitimacha origins myth. The creator made the waters; 
then a diving animal brought up the earth; then the creator "formed men whom 
he called Chitimacha" and called the land Chitimacha. The myth states that the 
original home of the Chitimacha was in the region historically occupied by the 
Natchez. (This recalls the fact that the Chitimacha called the Natchez their 
"brothers.") The first men suffered many misfortunes and "in despair lost their 
repose." Then the creator for this reason created tobacco, and "they chewed it 
and reposed." Then women were created; later, fire. But with the coming of fire 
there is no mention of smoking. 

This evidences only chewing; not chewing with lime. But the facts mentioned 
above concerning Mexican chewing and Natchez dental blackening suggest that 

1 W. C. MacLeod, Natchez Cultural Origins. American Anthropologist, 1926. 
2 W. C. MacLeod, Central American Origins of Northwest Coast Culture. Anthropos, 

1929. 
8 J. R. Swanton, Indians of the Lower Mississippi. Bulletin 43, Bureau of American 

Ethnology, 1911. 
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the Chitimacha rrohahly chewed lime with their tobacco within the historic 
reriod. 

In connection with these Chitimacha data I wish to make note of information 
from the Negroes and " poor whites" of tidewater Virginia. My informant is a 
person born and raised near Tappahannoc k. Virginia, who left there ten years 
ago. 

Both the Negroes and the poor whites. in spring and summer , would cut the 
sappy roots of sassafras, dogwood, and althea . Then they would bake clam shells 
to make lime. Dipping the stem into the lime they would then vigorously rub 
their teeth and gums with it and then chew on the stem with the lime, swallowing 
the lime with the juice of the stem. Old folks did this to remed y acid stomach. 
Children did it because they relished the flavor. It appeared to have the effect , 
I am told, of making the teeth a brilliant white. 

Adult Negroes and "poor whites" in this area very frequently used tobacco in 
the form of snuff. but never chewed lime with tobacco. The sappy stems with 
lime were frequently chewed after using snuff to sweeten the mouth. 

The Negroes of this area used the blowgun as a toy and had other practices 
which are possibly borrowings from the Indians. They have other traits that are 
patently colonial white customs,~such as snuffing tobacco. As for this chewing 
of lime with herbs , I cannot guess whether it is of Indian or of colonial white 
derivation. In either case it is significant for the problem of the history of lime
and herb chewing in America and the Old World. 

W. c. MACLEOD 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

PHILADELPHIA 

A NOTE ON NAVAHO POTTERY 

Few of the Navaho women of today remember the precise technique of Navaho 
pottery; fewer still , if any, still make this crude ware. At Dr. A. V. Kidder's request 
I tried in the course of field work among the Navaho in the summer of 1929 to 
assemble a few facts about pottery making. but could get nothing tangible on the 
subject till the latter part of the fall of 1929, when I received a letter from my 
interpreter, Albert G. Sandoval, of Lukachukai, in answer to my suggestion that 
he make inquiries among the older women. The passage dealing with pottery reads 
as follows (slightly edited by E. S.): 

I want to tell you what I found out about the Navaho pottery. I got this from my mother 
in-law, who used to make some. She says that first yo'.! look for a certain kind of mud (adobe ), 
the kind that is not apt to crack when it start$ to dry. She says that it is rather hard to find 
this kind of mud. It is reddish in color and very st icky when you start to work it. And then 
you pick some of the broken pottery around in the ruins in the Navaho country, and then 
you grind that pottery up and mix it with the adobe and work it into a stiff dough, so that you 
can work the clay into any shape you want and it is ready to be made into a pot or bowl. 

First you take a piece of that clay and flatten it out and shape it like a sauce-dish in an y 
size you want. Next you take small pieces of the soft clay you prepared and roll them as a 
baker rolls out the dough when he is makin g bread , and wind th em a round one on top of the 
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